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In recent times wood anatomy has been intensively involved in the
research on reaction wood (tension anc ·compression wood). When
reading these publications, I am often astonished how facts known
or problems discussed since the very beginning of this century are
considered as recent statements . As an example I note that, in the
two symposia on wood structure edited by ZIMMERMANN (l) and COTE (2),
where the reaction wood problems are treated by various authors,
nobody seems to have known the fundamental observations of HARTIG
(3) on tension fibres with their gelatinous layer and compression
tracheids with h elical splits. Another publication quoted nowhere
is JACCARD ' s study on the tension wood of broad-leafed trees (4),
where a beautifully coloured pla te shows the pink reaction of the
tension fibres with chloro-zinc-iodide . Since the G-layer of ten
sion fibres represents pure cellulose (cf. the communication of
H.MEIER in this News Bulletin), it is not clear why this seemingly
porous cellulose displays a similar colour with iodine as amylo 
pectin, whilst the reagent stains amylo s e and the cellulose of blue
but fibres violet. It is true that the two publications mentioned
are not available in every library, but they ought to be consulted
by anatomists specialised in reaction wood.
A study rarely cited is the first ultrastructural investigation on
reaction wood by P.JACCARTI and A.FREY (5). In that publication it
is shown with the polarizing microscope that, in contrast to the
helical texture· of compression tracheids, tension fibres present
an ideal fibre texture, i.e. all the ultrastructural elements run
strictly parallel to the cell axis. This was found twenty years
before the classical X-ray analysis of WARDROP and DADSWELL (6)
who substantiated that optical discovery.
To conclude this survey of neglected literature on reaction wood,
I should like to refe.r to the endless discussions which took place
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around 1918 in the scientific societies in ZUrich (Switzerland) on
the cause of the formation of reaction wood. Whilst ENGLER (7) held
that the cause was a teotropic stimulus and, therefore, called the
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histologically altered xylem "geotrophic " wood, JACCARD (8) defended
his cause-and-effect theory of mechanical interventions by compres
sion or tension. Both opponents__ produced important memoirs which

THE GE_LATINOUS LAYER IN TENSION WOOD FIBRES OF ASPEN (POPULUS TREMULA L. )

have been published by the Foundation Schnyder von Wartensee in
Switzerland (7, 8) . The

secretary~trea surer

by Per Henrik Norberg and Hans Meier

of the I.A.W.A. st ill

has a limited number of copies of JACCARD's work, whilst that of
ENGLER is out of print and, since no recent study ever mentions it,
forgotten.

Department of Botany, University of Fribourg, Fribourg, Switzerland
The formation of tension wood is induced by a gravity stimulus on the cam
bium . It has been found that this stimulus need only be operative for a
duration of 24h (1). The cambial cell, during this time, undergoes such
a physiological change, that many days later the libriform fibre derived
deve lops an abnormal cell wall· structure with a characteristic so -called
gelat inous layer (G-layer).
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I n a recent s tudy SACHSSE (2) proposed a honeycomb texture for the G
l ayer of tension wood, and he supposed that hemicelluloses or pectic.
material were

presen~

within the combs. X-ray studies (3) on tension wood

however suggest an orientation of the microfibrils in the G-layer strongly
parallel to the axis of the fibres. Chemical studies on tension wood

"Hol zuntersuchungen "
Springer; Berlin l90l

(4 , 5) have not indicated _the presence of abnormally large ·amounts of

"Anatomi sche Struktur des Zug- und Druck
holzes bei waagrechten Aesten von Laub
holzern"
Vierteljahresschrift der Naturforschenden
Gesellschaft Zurich, §£/303, 1917
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hemicelluloses or pectic substances in the G-layer.
The present paper reports on a study on isolated G-layers (the full paper
is to appear in "Holzforschung"). Transverse sections about 20f1

thick

were taken from tension wood of Populus tremula, The sections were
stored several days in 96% ethanol in order to shrink the G-layers, thus
l oosening them from the

s 2-layers

of the libriform fibres. The .sections

were then treated for five to ten minutes with ultrasonic waves in 96%
ethanol. When so treated, some of the G-layers were shaken out of the
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deb ris, but was pure enough for studies of single G-layer cylinders with

"Nouve lles recherches sur l'accroissement
en epais seur des arbres"
Memoire Schnyder von Wartensee,
Payot & Cie, Lausanne, 1919

thereof, it was important to start with fresh material.

sections and could be separated from the bulk by means of a sieve with
30)', mesh. The G-layer fraction also contained small amounts of cell

8) JACCARD P.

A. Frey-Wyssling

the polarizing microscope and for c4emical studies. To ensure good loosen
ing of the G-layer and to obtain a reasonably uncontaminated fraction

Fig. l) shows a portion of a section with most of the G-layers shaken out.
Fig. 2) shows the fraction of isolated G-layers.
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Measurements of the birefringence of isolated G-layers

•

The G-layer displays a fibre texture, i n contrast to the helical texture of
wood fibres (14), so that it s indice s of refraction can easil y be measured .

alc oho l were used, the refractive indices of which were measured in a half

L~""" '

are given in Table l ) plus , for comparison, the corresponding values for
ramie fibres.
Table l:

Refraction indices and birefringence.

nE
G-layer of Populus tremula
Ramie fibre (6)

Th e

v~ lues

I

I

n bJ

ne - nw

~

-

l. 586

1. 522

0 . 064

1.600

l. 532

0 .068

I

for ramie fibres are only slightly higher than those for the

G- layers, suggesting that the Qellulosi c

m~£a~r~ ls

run parallel with the
CHS~( ~~ is

~_ot ~ struttia-ted .-

Fig. l) Transverse section of tension wood after ultrasonic treatment.
In a few cells the G-layer (G) .is still present, in most of them ,
however, it has been shaken out . x l 600.
Fig. 2 ) G-layer fraction as obtained by ultrasonic treatment of transverse
sect ions of tension wood and by sieving off the G-layers. x 650 .
Fig. 3) Electron micrograph of part of a G- layer . Specimen shadowed with
Pt/carbon. The microfibrillar texture shows parallel orientation
which, however , has been somewhat distorted by ultrasonic treat
ment . x 42 000.
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globe r efractometer according to Abbe using sod ium light (AD= 586 m#). The
microscope slide before immersion. Mean values of about twenty measurements
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G-layer cylinders which had been stored in ethanol were air dried on a
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The birefringence of G-layer cylinders, i sol ated by ultrasonics from trans
verse sections, was determined by direct measurements . of the refractive in
parallel to the fibre axis;
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Electron microscopic study of the G-layer
During the past few years several authors have investigated tension wood
with the electron microscope, either by the replica technique, or by the
v iewing of ultrathin sections (2,3,7,8). As a common feature of these
s tudies it might be noted· that, in transverse sections of methacrylate
embedded material, the G-layer always appeared as a

ver~s~hY~-

-------

heavily swollen structure. As cited by COTE and DAY (9), this has been
interpreted as an indication of relatively weak lateral bonding and a
lack of incrusting substances in the G-layer. This interpretation has
been strongly confirmed

~ rk.

For our electron microscopic investigation, the G-layer fraction was
treated with ultrasonics in about 30% ethanol to obtain at least some
disintegration of t he G-layers, without dissolution of incrusting substan
ces possibly present. The suspension was applied to Formvar films and
shadowed with platin/carbon as described earlier (10) . Figs . 3) and 4)
show portions of a partially disintegrated G-layer cylinder. In spite of
the fact that the specimens shown have undergone no chemical treatment
at all, only bands of laterally aggregated microfibrils are

visible . ~

t race of incrusting material, e.g. hemicelluloses or pectin, can be
observed as in the case of normal holocelluloses when identically prepared
(10). Figs. 3) and 4) give the impression, almost, of electronmicrographs
of alpha celluloses. The microfibrillar bands are well aligned where the
texture has not been too much distored by the ultrasonic treatment .
Chemical investigation of the G-layer
a) ~~~~~~-~~~-E~~~!~-~~~~~~~~~~

The "gelatinous" form of the G-layer might suggest the presence of pectic
s ubstances. Untreated tension-wood sections were therefore histochemically
s tudied for the localisation of pectins. Two methods were used, ruthenium
red coloration and the hydroxylamine-ferric chloride reaction as described

Fig. 4) As Fig.3), but even more distorted and fibrillated by ultrasonic
treatment. x 42 000.
Fig. 5) G-layer fraction in water. x 950.
Fig. 6) The same sample as in Fig. 5) but dried on the slide. Identical
G-layer cylinders are marked with a cross. Note the remarkable
transverse shrinkage. No longitudinal shrinkage can be observed.
X 950.
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by JENSEN (ll). Both methods showed conclusively that the G-layer was

It was therefo~e decided to investigate whether or not the G-layers really

free from pectic material. Not even a pectin-rich inner border (cf.

shrink longitudinally. A suspension of G-layer cylinders from our G-layer

CASPERSON, 12) could be observed. However, both methods indicated the

fraction was photographed first in water, then air dried and rephotographed

presence of pectic substances in the

s 2-layers

of tension wood fibres,

-------

(Figs . 5 and 6). The G-layer cylinders showed a marked transverse shrinkage

especially in the late wood. It seems probable that the middle lamellae

of 15 to 25% but extremely slight, if any, longitudinal shrinkage. The large

and primary walls also contain pectins, the detection of which, however,

longitudinal shrinkage of tension wood can therefore not be attributed to

might be masked by the presence of lignin.

the G-layer, but must be effected by the

-layers. Either (i)
2
the helix of the cellulosic microfibrils in these layers or in one of these

Transverse microtome sections of tension wood were then treated with

layers is flatter than in normal libriform fibres; or (ii) the flat helix of

pectinase, the solution was sucked off, concentrated, and chromatographed.

the

A main spot of galacturonic acid and faint spots of galactose, glucose,

longitudinal shrinkage of the whole fibre with considerably more ease than in

mannose and xylose were detected on the chromatogram. Enzymatic hydrolysis

normal libriform fibres. In the case of the normal fibre, longitudinal

and dissolution of pectic substances from the
easy loosening of the G-layer from

b)

s2

s 2-layer

readily explains the
after a pectinase treatment.

s1 -

and/or

s

2

combined with the thin s ~layers and the gelatinous layers permits

shrinkage is prevented by the presence o~ :hick and stiff
steep microfibrillar helix.

s

2

-layer with , a

Table 2: Sugar analyses

2~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~-~!-~~~-~=~~~~!_!!~~~~~~

By quantitative paper chromatography of a hydrolysate

s1 

of~ the

G-layer frac

weight
mg

tion (according to the method of SAEMAN, 13) it could be shown that the
G-layer consists of very pure glucan which is most likely pure cellulose
(Table 2). It can of course be argued that beside the cellulose another,
perhaps amorphous glucan, is present in the G-layer. However, as our elec
tron micrographs gave no indication of the presence of a large amorphous
phase, and as chemical studies on tension wood of Fagus silvatica (5)
further revealed no extractable glucan, it seems probable that the G-layer
is pure cellulose. The analysis data of hydrolysates from tension wood and

Tension wood
(transverse sections)

galact- glucose mannose arabin- xylose
ose %
%
%
ose %
%

-

trace

86.9

-

-

l3 .l

G-layer fraction (shaken
out from transverse sect.)

138

-

98.5

-

-

l.5

Residue (after shaking out
most of the G-layers from
the transverse sections)

533

trace

82.3

-

-

17.7

-

trace

72.7

6.2

Normal wood from the
same stem

normal wood in the same stem of Populus tremula are also given in Table 2 .
The longitudinal shrinkage of tension wood
In a recent article, SACHSSE (6) reviews and further extends the many hypo
theses on the extraordinary longitudinal shrinkage of tension wood during
drying. He believes that a honeycomb texture of the G-layer together with
the presence within the combs of hemicelluloses or pectic material is
responsible for a shortening of the G-layer and, at the same time, for the
longitudinal shrinkage of tension wood. SACHSSE's honeycomb texture can,
however, be rejected on the basis of our results (Table l), since the bire
fringence of a G-layer with such a texture should be very low. Furthermore,
our chemical analyses of the G-layer revealed only trace amounts of hemi
celluloses or of pectic material.

trace

2l.l

When thin transverse sections of tension wood are viewed in the polarising
microscope, not only the

s1 -layer,

but also the thin

s 2 -layer

exhibit strong

double refraction indicating, here too, a relatively flat microfibrillar
helix. It therefore seems probable that the
source of the longitudinal shrinkage .

s1 - - and

the

s

2

-layer are the

The extremely high transverse shrinkage of the G-layer cylinders indicates
a very porous texture. Many large, longitudinal capillaries between the
ce~lulosic microfibrils must be present. In the fresh state these capillaries
are filled with water which gives rise to the characteristic "gelatinous"

aspect of the G-layer. How the protoplast creates such an abnormal cell-wall
layer is a problem for future investigation.
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NO TES ON THE BIOLOGY OF HEARTWOOD FORMATION

Whether the h i gher longitud ina l shri nkage of tension wood compared with
normal wood i s the main cause for the reerection of oblique stems is still

by H.H.Bosshard

open to discussion (cf . SACHSSE, 6). It can , however, readily be imagined
that, during maturat ion of t he wood, the

s1 -

and

s 2-layers

Department of Microtechnological Wood Research

s l owl y lo se water

Fe deral I nstitute of Technology, Zurich

and that the tension-woo d fibre s r e- erect the stem by t h eir l ongitudi nal
shrinkage .

Heartwood format i on can be traced as an aspect of aging in a living tree .
Due to the necrobiosis of the tissues differentiated by the cambium , the
agi ng processes are of a very complex nature. On some occasions they occur
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cal tissue (exceptions are known in a number of undershrubs where liv i ng
fibres can be observed : cf . A.FAHN and W. ARNO, 1962) . - According t o the
diagram i n fig . l ( H.H. BOSSHARD , 1 965), the mechanical and conduct i ng
tissue undergo quali tative agi ng i.e . a lo ss of protopl asm whi ch changes
the living cell i nto a mere shell. This l oss of protoplasm whi ch can be
te rmed necrobiosis occurs i n t he storage ti ssue as well, but there the whole
process is subject t o a mor e or less pronounced retardation . We therefore
qual i fy each heartwood formation as a change of the status of the living
sto rage tissue by necrobiotic alt er ations into the status of a ske l e t on
tissue . In this connect ion there arise a number of questions, for i nstance
whether these skel e t on tis.s ues may be called "dead " (they are st ill incor
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porated in a living organism) . Furthermore one shoul d have t he poss ibili ty

the di fferent known forms and types of heartwood formation. - It i s the a i m
of these notes to give some i mpulse for a subsequent discussion of the
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diffe rent points in question .
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Nomenclature
First of all it may be he l pful to fix the nomencl ature , i.e . to gi ve the

1 2 . G.CASPERSON
1 3 . J .F.SAEMAN
W.E . MOORE
R.L.MITCHELL
M.A MILLETT

Tapp i 38, 1 954 , 336

14. P.JACCARD &
A.FREY

Jahrb.wis s. Bot. 68, 1928, 860

def i n ition of our interpretation of different terms describing heartwood
forma ti on. It has been common practice to distinguish between sapwood tree s
(A l nu s

i n can a), ripewood trees (Ab i es

alba) , and trees

wi th regul ar formation of heart wood (e . g . Pinus spec ies) or irregular
forma tion of heart wood (e . g . Fag us

s i l v a t i c a), H.NOERDLI NGER/

R.TRENDE LENBURG/R . TRENDELENBURG- H.MAYER-WEGELIN/H.E.DADSWELL and W. E . HILLIS).
This terminology is conte stabl e because it is based mainly on macroscopic 
ally v i s i ble char ac t eri stics and takes too lit t l e account of the cyto l ogy
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of the aging storage tis sue. In young trees, the sapwood zone commonly ex

Vitality of the storage tissue

tends from the cambium to the pith; in older trees it usually comprises only

The parenchymatic tissue exercises a storage function. It can be shown from

a number of peripheral rings. Exceptions are found in the spec ie s previously

s imilar processes in the leaves of t he plant that s torage is a very active

referred to as '' sapwood trees" which possess wood of t he sapwood-type also

biochemical process depending on a full y active cell. The parenchymatic tissue

i n the vicinity of the pith. Too little is as yet known of the actual changes
in the living ti ssue of these type s in the vicinity of the pith, but we have

high vitality. With the transformat ion of outer sapwood into inner sapwood,

good evidence of that the cytological aging of cells (A FREY-WYSSLING and

oute r and inner heartwood, there occurs a gradual change in this vitality.

in the living tree therefore shows, especially in the outer part of the s t em ,

H.H . BOSSHARD, 1959) at advanced tree ages i s basically the same as in woods

The observations of these changes are possible only with the help of adequate

forming heartwood, with the exception that it begins later. Apart from these

methods defining the vitality of cells . We have therefore concentrated our

so - called sapwood trees, the transformation into heartwood usually begins

work on thi s point and obtained the following results:

regularly, but at l east three modifications can be observed :
(1) Woods having light heartwood (cf. ripewood trees). They clearly reveal
necrobio s is of the storage cells without building l a r ge quantities of pigmen
ted heartwood substances . Occasionally, however , coloured heartwood substances
are found in the individual sto rage cells, s o that it must be assumed that
their precursors are formed in the cambium of these woods as well, but obvi
ously remain unpigmented.
(2) Woods with obligatory- coloured heartwood (cf . tree s with regular heart 
wood formation). In this group, which may also be known as the oak type,
pigmented heartwood substances are invariably formed in the s torage tissue
and are generall y capable of penetrating into the cell wall s of all ti ssue
units .
(3) Woods with facultative coloured heartwood (cf . trees with irregular
heartwood) . This group may be desig~ated as the ash type. The brown heart
wood of an ash need not be present in all sample s and need not affect the
entire heartwood portion. In addition, t he pigmented heartwood substances
are commonly retained as wall coating or droplike i nclus ions i n the cells
of the s torage tissue. In this case, the cell walls are not impregnated
either in the storage tissue or in the rest of the xylem (H .H.BOSSHARD,. 1 955) .
I would suggest that we discuss this nomenc l ature problem in extenso in or
der to come to conclusions and to recommend well-described and well-based
terms for future use.

~~~~-~~~-~~~~-~!-~~~~-~~~~~~-~~-~-~~~~~~~~~~-!~~-~~~~-~~~~~~~l : Cells in the
ne i ghbourhoo d of the cambium doubtless s how t he highest activity. Their nuclei

have the large st vo lume and surface. It i s possible to calculate the degr~e
of s lenderness, the ' s urface and the volume s of cell nuclei in trees, beginning
in the cambial zone and following the radial direction into the stem. The find
ings in these measurements can be summarised as follows:
- The form and dimensions of the cell nuclei are a very valuable indication
for tracing the activity of a parenchyma cell. Cells with high activity and
high v itality possess large nuclei. The cambium cells themselves have virtually
round nuclei (the degree of slenderness i s almost 1), the cell s of the cambial
zone possess oval nuclei

wit~

a high degree of slenderness whereas, in the

inner part of the sapwood, the nucl ei in the parenchyma cells again become
more and more rounded. These l atter nuclei are smaller than the round ones in
the cambium. That means that the form alorie is not significant in this case.
I t must be regarded together with the size. It is conceivable that the bio 
chemical processes in cells of high activity must be governed by l arge nuclei .
It has been shown that the surfaces of cell nuclei are not of a uniform struc t 
ure, but possess porous . fields which are quite probably involved in the ex
change of cell nucleus substances with the surround i ng protoplasm.
- Measurements of cell nuclei shapes and dimensions have to be correlate d
with measurements of the cells themselves, due to the increase of the nuc l ear
mass with the development of the cell.

Q~~~~~~~~~-~!-~~~~~~~~-~~ -~~-~~~~~~~~~~-!~~-~~~-~~~~~~!l_~!-~-~~~~~ As a furt he •
indication of cell vitality, the dependence of the diametre of nucleoli on the
age of a cell can be measured; as a result, it is clearly v isible that cells
in the neighbourhood of the cambium possess large nucleoli, whereas cells
fur ther away from t his zone have small nucleoli only. An interesting fact to
be observed is an increase of t he diametre o~ these nucleoli in t he very
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transition zone between sapwood and heartwood. This finding confirms a sta~
ment by M.M.CHATTAWAY in 1952, indicating that, in the zone of intermediate
wood between sapwood and heartwood, the cells display a high activity for the

SYMPOS IUM OF I.U.F.R.O. SECTION 41 IN MELBOURNE, OCTOBER 4th to 15th, 1965

Section 41, Forest Products, of the International Union of Forest Research

last time. According to our experience the observation of the cell nucleo li

Organisations has organised a

is of. greater significance than the measurements of dimensions and shapes of

Working Group on Wood Quality, Working Group on Sawing and Machining, and

the nuclei for the description of cell vitality.

Working Group on Wood Chemistry. 37 scientists of 15 countries attended the

~~g~~!~~~-~!-~~~~~~-~~-~~-~~~~~~!~~~-~!-~~~~-~~!~~~!l~ During the investi

symposium and contributed to the high standard of the discussions. The con

gations on the cytology of ray cells we have collected material in different
seasons. Strangel y enough, we could find a migration of nuclei changing from
a central position in the cell to a marginal position . Migrations like that
are only known of cells which are still capable of division, or of alt erations
of the cell walls. Correlations of the portion of migrating nuclei with the
age of sapwood reveal that, in the neighbourhood of the cambium (a tissue of
high activity), the portion of migrating nuclei is greater than near the
intermediate zone. - Again, this feature is of great significance in
describing the vitality of tissue and should be used much more.

sympo~ium

of three of their working groups:

ferences were held at the Forest Products Division of the C.S.I.R.O. Thus,
the congress members were fortunate enough to contact the staff members of
this very famous division. Papers were presented in the following sections:
Wood Quality:
Sub-Group for Microscopic Characteristics: Spiral Grain, Fibre Characte
ristics, Specific Gravity, Heartwood Formation;
Sub-Group for Macroscopic Characteristics: Quality Requirements for End
Use, Surface Characteristics as Related to Internal Properties,
Nomenclature Standardizat ion, Pruning Effects, Tree Growth Stresses
Sawing and Machining
Tree and Wood Chemistry.
The work performed by the Sub-Group for Microscopic Characteristics may be
of interest to our I.A.W.A.members. The report on the activity of this
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Sub-Group is therefore published in extenso.
Report on the activities of the Sub-Group for Microscopic Characteristics
Acting Chairman: Prof.Dr.H.H.Bosshard
The conference in Melbourne was most successful . For the first· time all
committee s of the Sub -Group were able to co-operate freely and to exchange
ideas with a view to co-ordinating their activities in the various fields
of research. The reports of the four committees of this Sub-Group reflect
the: h igh standard of work, a success which was made possible very largely
by the outstanding organization of the Division of Forest Products. We are
most grateful for all their efforts and help.
From the experience gained at this conference, several conclusions can be
drawn :
l. The unity of the work within the Sub-Group could be improved by
arranging sessions of the Sub-Group committee in a successive order. The
interaction between the committees on microscopic characteristics could thus
be considerably increased.
2 . Unfortunately, only a relatively small number of members of each of
the committees were in a position to attend the conference; it might
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therefore be advisable to recommend the organization of small ad-hoc
symposia in Europe or America to discuss impressions of the Melbourne
meeting and to develop interest in the next I.U.F.R.O. conference to take
place in Munich in 1 967 .

3 . At present the Sub-Group covers the fields of Spiral Grain, Fibre
Characteristics, Heartwood Formation, and Specific Gravity . It is recommended
that consideration be given to adding a committee dealing with Descriptive
Wood Anatomy.

Th~

interest

in anatomical work is world- wide and becoming

more and more important owing to the fact that new timber resources will
have to be explored. This committee should co-operate closely with the I.A.W.A,
4. The present conference has shown that intere s t in both the Microscopic
Characteristics Sub- Group and the Macroscopic Characteristics Sub-Group of
the Wood Quality Group is extensive, and that each covers a wide field of
research. Therefore I feel it be of advantage if the two Sub- Groups were
reconstituted as two separate Groups .
We recommend the incorporation in this Sub- Group, which in the meantime has
become a full working group of Section 41, of a committee dealing with
Descriptive Wood Anatomy (paragr. 3 of the report). The discussions have
shown that there is a considerable demand for more information on wood
anatomy. Therefore we fee l it might be a real progress if wood anatomy could
be handled in this connection in close co-operation with our association of
wood scientists. This will never involve competition between I.U.F.R.O. Sec
tion 41 and I .A.W . A.; there will rather be strong evidence for activating

the

pure and applied wood anatomy and to strengthen the interest of all wood
scientists in this field. We therefore hope that our members agree with this
recommendation to the chairman of I.U.F.R.O., Section 41 .
In add i tion to the lectures, different field trips were organised, e.g. in
afforestations of Pinus radiata and Eucalyptus species . Furthermore, it was
possible to watch demonstrations in the laboratories of the Division and to.
visit different industrial plants.
This symposium was most interesting and valuable . We are great l y indebted
to the organising committee and to the staff of the Division for all the
help and friendship they have shown us. Once again we have been confirmed
in the opinion that symposia with a small number of attendants· are more
active and efficient than big conferences.
H.H.Bosshard

